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Stranded 24 hours in Pennsylvania storm
UNK organization
Students for Life stuck on
trip to Washington, D.C.
MOLLY ANSON
Antelope Staff

“If given choice, I would choose to
attend the March for Life in a heartbeat. It's
an incomparable experience and publicly
demonstrating our pro-life position in the
nation's capital is so important,” Kearney
sophomore Marilyn Synek said.
The March was only part of the
adeventure for the annual March for Life
in Washington, D.C., a demonstration held
on the National Mall at the Washington
Monument.
About 500,000 people were expected
at the largest pro-life event in the nation
according to lifenews.com.
The annual event is an opportunity for
pro-lifers to peacefully oppose the Supreme

Court decision to legalize abortion in Roe
vs. Wade. January is the national Sanctity
of Life month, which is why many pro-life
events are held this month. This is one of
many events that UNK Students for Life
sponsors throughout the semester.
The group of 10 students from UNK
and 70 students from UNL left Washington
D.C. Friday, Jan. 22 right after the March in
an effort to beat winter storm Jonas.
However, after several hours on
the road, they were stopped on the
Pennsylvania Turnpike and told there was
an accident ahead. Several hours turned
into almost 24 hours stuck inside their bus.
Finally at around 9:30 p.m. Saturday night,
volunteer firemen dug out the bus.
However, they were sent in the
wrong direction and drove to Bedford,
Pennsylvania, where they spent the night at
an elementary school. They finally arrived
safely in Kearney around 3 a.m. Monday

ANTHONY HUNKE
Antelope Staff

Courtesy
While most Lopers were getting ready to
return to class, 10 UNK students were still
stuck on a bus trying to get home from the
March for Life in Washington D.C. Friday.
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“A Work in Progress” finalist for prestigious award
Hosts Andrew Hanson and Nick Stevenson headed to NYC for Intercollegiate Broadcasting
System Awards ceremony, hoping to bring home the award for Best Sports Talk Program
CHRISTIAN SCHWARZ
Antelope Staff

Courtesy
Nick Stevenson and Andrew Hanson
broadcast live at Blue and Gold Days.
Stevenson and Hanson’s show “A Work in
Progress” is a finalist for the IBS Awards for
the Best Sports Talk Program.

When he first heard that he would be
going to New York for an award ceremony,
Nick Stevenson could not believe it.
“It took me a while to digest,”
Stevenson said.
Stevenson and Andrew Hanson, who
host the weekly radio show “A Work in
Progress” on 91.1 FM KLPR, are finalists
for the Best Sports Talk Program category
for the Intercollegiate Broadcasting System
Awards in New York City on March 4-6.
Ultimately, it was a clip edited by

MLK Vigil Jan. 18
time of reflection

Stevenson, a senior journalism major, for
the category that earned them a place in the
ceremony. They also sent in an interview
for a different category, which led to some
confusion.
“I was actually freaking out because
I didn’t see our name in there at first,”
said Hanson, a junior sports management
major.
“We thought ‘Oh, the interview is
going to make it,'" Stevenson said. “So we
looked for the interview, it wasn’t there, he
[Hanson} was freaking out, but then we
FINALIST, PAGE 10

They say that
our first ancestors
were incredibly short
people.
According
to
anthro.palomar.
edu, one particular branch of ancestry
known as the Australopithecus genus,
grew to only be about three to four feet
tall. To us, that seems pretty diminutive.
With time and evolution, we have
become taller on average. Imagine, if
you will, a second dimension to this
quality of “height.” Yes, we, as a species,
have acquired height, but, perhaps, this
has not come about merely due to an
evolutionary advantage.
As a communication major, I have
studied cultures and theories about
how each culture has its own reservoir
of knowledge and resources. With each
generation, this pool of knowledge
is being added to and accessed by its
constituents.
Imagine a human ladder, and
with each generation, we stand upon
the shoulders of the previous men and
women who have committed their lives
to this metaphor. In this light, perhaps,
we are taller because we are standing
upon the shoulders of great men and
women, and it is our duty to become
the next members of this community of
greatness, to add to the pool or ladder.
When you complete a simple task,
do you stop and think why it is you can
do that? How often do you give thanks to
the men and women who put their lives
on the line so that you may experience
the simple freedoms of this great nation?
In 2016, will you utilize your God-given
right as an American citizen to cast your
vote? Will you seek further education
MLK, PAGE 11
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Catch KLPR Antelope Speaks, Sports
action @ 5 p.m. on Thursdays

Radio class gets chance to go live
CHRISTIAN SCHWARZ
Antelope Staff

Listening to your favorite sports
broadcaster can be fun. Being that
sports broadcaster, however, is a
whole different ballgame.
Students in Ford Clark’s Sports
Radio Workshop class are getting
the chance to be the broadcasters at
live home sporting events such as
basketball and baseball.
For each UNK Loper game
played at home, two students will
be there broadcasting the game live
on 91.1 FM KLPR. One student will
be the play-by-play, who describes
the action, and the color, who adds
commentary to the broadcast.

A third student will be at the
KLPR studios to run the board and
make sure the broadcast goes along
smoothly.
Some students in class already
have experience, while others do
not.
“I’ve done a couple of basketball
games, did some color commentary,”
said Andrew Hanson, a student
in the class. “I really like doing
basketball.”
“I haven’t done it yet,” classmate
Nick Stevenson said, “I’m going to
tell him I’ll do color.”
Catch each Loper home
women’s basketball, men’s basketball
and baseball games live on 91.1 FM
KLPR.

The Thompson Scholars Learning Community program wishes to recognize the following Thompson Scholar students for outstanding academic
achievement at UNK during the Fall 2015 term. These Thompson Scholars earned at least a 3.5 GPA while being enrolled full-time.
Fall 2015
Brianna Aden
Courtney Aitken
Juanita Alonso
Tamara Amesbury
Montaya Anderson
Katrina Anderson
Morgan Arduser
Natasha Ashley
Taylor Axtell
Jordan Baker
Jaci Ballou
Amber Bendig
Rachel Berreckman
Ian Bish
Chelsey Blanco
Brooke Bokowski
Brenna Braden
Jessica Bragg
Megan Brauer
Tristan Bruce
Julie Bruns
Veronica Bunach
Megan Byrnes
LaurieAnn Callahan
Cody Carlson
Daniel Carlson
Rocio Carrasco
Kayla Carriker
Lesly Chavez
Ryllie Christenson
Jared Cline
Jessica Cook
Anfernee Covarrubias
Elizabeth Cramer
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Garrison Crowell
Francis Cuddy
Kaizelle Damit-og
Kara Dauel
Octavio DeSantiago
Emily Dethlefs
Emely Diaz
Maria Diaz
Bailey Dostal
Mary Dworak
Callie Eddie
Elaina Eddy
Nancy Elizalde
Skyler Erickson
Jaden Estes
Pamela Felix
Emily Fetters
Cierra Fisher
Zoe Flynn
Brittany Forbes
Keysha Foulk
Shaina Fouts
Anna Fox
Emily Franzen
Brittany Frederick
Jessica Frenzen
Erik Frias
Mikayla Fulk
Dulce Garcia
Johnathon Garringer
Katelyn Gerlach
Elise Gerten
JoHanna Gilbertson
Jenna Gillespie

Caitlyn Graf
Hannah Grote
Arelica Guerrero
Rose Hafer
Sarah Hall
Johnna Halsted
Luke Hamilton
Ashley Hansel
Sarah Hansen
Stephanie Hansen
Taylor Hansen
Samuel Harper
Kourtney Harris
Jeffrey Hart
Austin Helmer
Amanda Hinds
Breanna Hiner
Allison Hirschman
Hannah Hoefler
Margaret Howe
Jeremy Hubel
Amanda Humlicek
Megan Humlicek
Anthony Hunke
Rachel Jack
Paige Jenkins
Emily Jensen
Breana Johnson
Kelsey Kaup
Jeslynn Kearney
Miranda Ketteler
Hannah King
Lynette Kleeb
Ryan Kleier

Katherine Kovanda
Nolan Kratzer
Kari Kreifels
Abby Krysl
Megan Kuck
Erin Lambert
Elenna Leininger
Tania Lima
Kayla Lindell
Justin Liveringhouse
Hunter Love
Matthew Luther
Laura Lyons
Sarah Maginnis
Cinthia Malvais
Ellen Mannschreck
Joscelyn Martinez
Tyler Mathews
Jaime McCann
Katie McCleary
Maggie McPhillips
Callie Miller
Peter Montoya
Madelyn Moor
Neli Morales
Kate Morgan
Laura Mozqueda
Haley Munson
Walter Najera
Christopher Navrkal
Sydney Norris
Megan Ockinga
Briana Orellana
Belbeth Orozco
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Miriam Ortiz
Jackson Osborn
Emily Ostdiek
Mallary Paitz
Ruth Palma
Josie Parr
Tosha Paxton
Kaitlin Poe
Kaylie Purviance
Randi Putera
Odwuar Quinonez
Kelsey Randall
Adam Ripp
Jayden Roberts
Meghan Rockefeller
Liliana Roman
Mackenzie Rose
Sarina Rose
Brandt Runge
Lucely Salgado

Cassandra Schachenmeyer

Kelley Schachenmeyer
Kaliegh Schlender
Hailey Schmidt
Elizabeth Schott
Hailey Schroer
Ethen Scott
Rosalina Sebastian
Amanda Skalka
Dana Slaymaker
Kelsey Sloup
Madison Sloup
Kayloni Spangler
Colton Sperl

Jaclyn Stagemeyer
Kalynn Stoner
Colton Stuhr
Shelby Stultz
Hannah Sutton
Zachary Sutton
Claire Swantek
Elaine Tolstedt
Jamie Turpin
C’Sandra Vest
Bethany VonSpreckelsen
Brandi Walters
Maekayla Ward
Grant Welniak
Paige Whalen
Teressa Wiles
Shelby Winchester
Taylor Wolf
Esperanza Wolsleben
Rani Wragge
Sara Wright
Kaitlynn Zitek

by Alison Buchli
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The search for gold: DiCaprio's story
With his sixth nomination, will Leonardo DiCaprio finally get his Oscar?
NATHANIEL ABEGGLEN
Antelope Staff

I don’t think too
many people would
argue that Leonardo
DiCaprio is a very
talented actor. He is
reveled in the industry and adored by
viewers. Yet, DiCaprio is still missing
something that has long marked those of
acting greatness. The Oscar.
DiCaprio has another chance for
a win on Feb. 28 for his performance in
“The Revenant,” for which he has been
nominated for Best Performance by an
Actor in a Leading Role.
Like
previous
performances,
DiCaprio has received a lot of recognition

for the extremes he takes to fully embody
his character. I mean, he even ate raw
bison liver during one pivotal scene in the
movie.
There has also been speculation by a
fellow star that this is the year Leo wins
the big one. Former co-star Kate Winslet
has said that she believes and hopes that
DiCaprio will win it this year. What this
means? It could be just a hopeful opinion,
but someone with the status of Winslet
pulling for you never hurts.
Turning away from Hollywood, I
asked a student at UNK his opinion.
Calen Johnson, a junior construction
management major, said, “It’s difficult,
but I believe he will [win]. He is a great
actor and has had an impressive record of

performances. He’s due.”
While I believe there is an
overwhelming sense of opinion that
DiCaprio is indeed due for an Oscar, I can’t
say I have a strong opinion on whether he
will win or not.
There
are
very
impressive
performances by many actors up for the
award this year and the Oscars have not
been kind to DiCaprio in the past.
With that being said, I’d be lying if
I said I wasn’t pulling for him this year.
With an actor of DiCaprio’s caliber still
excluded from the Oscar winners (along
with others but that’s another story), many
would be disappointed with another year
of no gold. After all, he’s due.
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1) A still of DiCaprio in "The Revenant."
There's been a large amount of buzz in the
media saying this might be DiCaprio's year.
2) A still of DiCaprio in "What's Eating
Gilbert Grape." This was the first movie
DiCaprio recieved an Oscar nomination for.
He acted in this movie at the age of 19.
3) DiCaprio is currently nominated for Best
Actor in "The Revenant."
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Homeward bound anxiety
No one can prepare for the struggle of transitioning home after a semester abroad
ALYSSA SOBOTKA
Antelope Staff

This past semester
was anything but “just
another
semester”
during my college career.
I had the experience of a
lifetime, but at the expense of a geographic
and mental change.
In early August, I crossed the Atlantic,
seven time zones and moved some 4,000
miles away from home to Bergen, Norway.
People warned me the move would require
me to adapt and assimilate into another
culture, lifestyle, language, etc.
However, what no one could prepare
me for was the semester’s end, when it came
time to transition back home. I began to get
anxious as the time to return home neared
and I wondered: How could I possibly just
hop on a plane and return to life back home
after my four-month absence? Those who
have never experienced such a transition
cannot understand the challenges it poses.
It is the reality that no one can truly prepare
you for.
IDENTITY CHANGE TERROR

There is something both exciting and
terrifying about moving to another country
where you know almost no one. You have
no long-time friend groups, no clubs or
extracurricular activities you belong to
and no “place” in a social group. The terror
of that fact is obvious, but the excitement
outweighed that terror.
It is a bit thrilling to have no reputation
following you around. I have never felt
less worried about what anyone thought
of me – I could just be me. I had no one’s
expectations to live up to because there
was not a soul who knew me.
Surprisingly, I felt more anxiety and
fear returning home to those I love and
have known for years. Four months is
a short period of time, but when you are
accustomed to seeing certain people
constantly it seems like a lifetime apart. I
was excited to return, but I had this wave
of fear and began wondering if the person
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Photo by Alyssa Sobotka
A rainy day is a typical day in Bergen, the rainiest city in Norway. This street in the city
center includes common European style architecture, including cobblestone brick streets
and bright buildings built close to one another.

I was getting off the plane would not be
the same person who had left them four
months ago. Would I be the same physically,
emotionally, personally, spiritually? I was
afraid I would not live up to the character I
was before I left.
ACADEMIC DIFFERENCES

The area that required the most
adjustment from my typical life was the
academics in Norway.
Getting accustomed to typical class
hours and meeting times was definitely
tricky, but nowhere near the shock I had
when I learned that I never had written,
hand-in assignments throughout the
semester. This made for a seemingly relaxed
semester, until about three weeks before
finals. Students spent countless hours in
the library trying to catch up on the whole
semester’s readings they had neglected to
keep up with – something that could have
been avoided had homework been assigned
regularly throughout the semester.
I became accustomed to being

expected to take responsibility for my own
education and be self-motivated. However,
that is easier said than done. I have enjoyed
every homework assignment during the
first two weeks back at UNK, as I learned
that having the comprehensive final
account for 100 percent of a student’s grade
is not the best reflection of what he/she has
learned from the class.
I am also enjoying the transition back
to a normal academic routine where I write
my name on my work and am graded by the
professor who teaches the class. In Norway,
anonymity is very important: students
indicate only their candidate number. To
further ensure removing the potential of
bias grading, the exams are sent to another
university in the country to a professor
who teaches a similar course. They are the
ultimate determiner of the student’s grade.
GROCERY AISLES LIMITED

I imagined that if there ever came
a day that I actually enjoyed going to the
grocery store it surely must mean all hell
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Courtesy
A hike down to a popular tourist
destination in Southern Norway is no small
feat. I hiked to this location outside a small
village, Åna-Sira, with my former foreign
exchange student, Maria Hindersland
(right). The potholes at Brufjell are about
66 feet above sea level, overlooking the
Atlantic Ocean. They were created more
than 20,000 years ago during the Ice Age.

froze over. That moment arrived when I
walked into a Hy-Vee for the first time in
over four months.
The whole aisle reserved for a variety
of cereals – healthy and unhealthy, took
me aback, whereas in Norway, I had the
option of about eight. Not only did I have
an endless selection of items to pick and
choose from, but I could also read the labels
to be confident that I was not accidently
putting cilantro in my pasta sauce.
Nearly every recipe I wanted to
prepare from back home either had some
minor substitutions of ingredients, or I
could not make due to the differences
in food culture. At certain stores I could
HOMEWARD, PAGE 10
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For The Birds is back in flight
EMILY JENSEN
Antelope Staff

The sound of amp feedback, guitar
scales and practice drumbeats are just part
of the behind-the-scene ambiance that can
be heard during the warm up before a show
for local band For The Birds.
The bassist and
vocalist of the band,
Zach Chrastil, describes
For The Birds as a “jam
band.” “We’re not the
cleanest players, we’re
ZACH CHRASTIL not the most technical
players, but we really
just like to jam and make music and have a

‘‘

a year and half ago after being introduced
to the crew at several different shows in
Kearney.
The band has done about 15 shows all
together in the area; most of those shows in
Roseland and others in Kearney.
After being out of the game for nearly
half a year, For The Birds had their most
recent show two weeks ago at Gillie’s bar in
Kearney and has upcoming shows in Axtell
Feb. 3 and another show at Gillie’s bar on
Feb. 25. The band also hopes to go on a
mini tour over spring break, playing venues
in bigger cities such as Lincoln, Omaha,
Kansas City, Denver and Rapid City.
The short-term goal for the band is to
start playing bigger venues, like Lincoln
and Omaha, more often. As for long-term
goals, “We don’t really have any,” said
Chrastil. “We’re just enjoying the time we
get to play, just having fun with it.”

‘‘

Local band plans
upcoming tour dates,
hopes for bigger venues

We have diverse musical tastes, and we
each kind of bring what we want to the
table.
— Zach Chrastil

good time,” Chrastil said.
The band is made up of four members:
Jesse Dassinger on guitar, piano and vocals;
Holden Zubrod on the drums and vocals;
Cole Zubrod on guitar and vocals; and
Chrastil who plays bass guitar and also
does some vocals.
“We all have very different musical
influences and we all like a lot of different
bands,” Chrastil said. “We have diverse
musical tastes, and we each kind of bring
what we want to the table.”
Brothers Cole and Holden Zubrod are
from the same town as Dassinger. The trio
grew up together in Roseland, Nebraska,
and began playing music as a group from a
young age. Chrastil joined the group about

by Michaela McConnell

Courtesy
Brothers Cole and Holden Zubrod are from the same town as Dassinger. The trio grew up
together in Roseland, Nebraska, and began playing music as a group from a young age.
Chrastil joined the group about a year and half ago after being introduced to the crew at
several different shows in Kearney.
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The Lopers have the second best offensive
team in the MIAA, averaging 80.3 points.
Beranek also sits second amongst all
conference players in scoring.

Lopers up for three-game road challenge
DAVID MUELLER
Antelope Staff

The Lopers hit the road Jan. 21 for
three straight away games in a five-day
stretch midway through the season.
UNK (10-8) is playing well at home,
posting a 6-2 record thus far. However,
road games have impacted the University
of Nebraska-Kearney differently, as they
are 3-6.
Six of their losses this season have
been close down the stretch, losing by 10
points or less.
The Loper squad went 1-1 over the
weekend, facing off against Northwest
Missouri State (13-5) and Missouri
Western State (6-13). UNK closed their
long road stretch against Wayne State (415) on Tuesday.
The game against Wayne State was
scheduled to be played back in late

November but was postponed due to
inclement weather.
Ravenna native Connor Beranek,
named MIAA Men’s Basketball Athlete of
the week earlier in January, will look to
make up some ground in the conference.
“We’re preparing for these road games
by sharpening up our offense since we have
been sort of struggling with offense the last
few games,” said Beranek. “Also, just focus
on coming out with the energy when you
go on the road and not coming out of the
gates slow.”
Beranek is carrying a heavy load,
leading the Lopers in several categories.
Including: points (25.3), rebounds (8.3)
and minutes (36.4). He is also first in
blocks, tallying 21 and first in assists with
54.
Trey Lansman is close behind in points,
averaging 16.3 per contest. The sharp
shooting sophomore from Harlan, Iowa, is

averaging .507
from 3-point
range.
Upon the
long stretch on
the road, the
Lopers will host
three consecutive
MIAA
games
at the Health and
Sports Center.
“We would like to finish in
the top four in the league. With
that being said, we are going to have
to win some games on the road to
accomplish that goal,” Beranek said. "So
it all starts on the next three game road
swing.”
The Lopers currently sit seventh in the
MIAA.

Lopers fall to UCO before sweeping the Silverhawks
ELLEN LAIRD
Antelope Staff

Photo by Ellen Laird
Junior guard Alexa Hogberg drives
into the paint against UCO’s Olivia
Mason. Hogberg ended the night
with nine points and two offensive
rebounds.
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The Lady Lopers took on University of
Central Oklahoma last Thursday trailing
each period, with an ending score of
73-65. This makes it the third straight
time UCO has beat UNK.
Lopers struggled at the line
only making 7 of 9 total free throw
attempts. UCO made 28 of 31.
Laramey Becker, a senior exercise
science fitness and wellness major from
Trenton, was the high-scoring player with
16 points.
McKenzie Brown, a sophomore
business administration major from Grand
Island trailed behind Becker with 12 points.
“The game I feel wasn’t our best game.
But I think while it wasn’t our best game we
still competed. We just have to learn from

the games that aren’t the best,” said Tori
Payne, a junior business administration
major from North Las Vegas, Nevada.
The Lopers came back out on the Buckle
court strong in the third period, scoring 13
points to OCU’s nine. The ladies pushed
through the fourth period pressuring OCU
but just could not find the hoop to come out
on top. UNK fell to the Bronchos 73-65.
Following the loss at home, on the road
the Lady Lopers pulled an upset sweeping
the Silverhawks. See lopers.com for story.
Lopers will take on Fort Hays State
University Saturday, Jan. 30 at 5:30 p.m. in
Kearney.
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Loper baseball pitching for victory with veterans
With firepower to remain elite team will open season in Denver,
Colorado, on Feb. 5 against Metropolitan with 5 senior pitchers.
DAVID MUELLER
Antelope Staff

After a respectable 29-21 record and
a run in the conference tournament last
season, the Lopers will look to cause havoc
in the competitive MIAA yet again.
Although there are new faces, UNK
will possess the firepower to remain elite.
Returning to the Loper squad as a
senior, Kearney native Anthony Pacheco
has his sights on another successful season.
“I've been working on being stronger
mentally and learning how to overcome
difficult situations,” Pacheco said.
This season, Pacheco cares most about
being a tough team and competing in every
game.
Pacheco was named to the All-Region
team for the second year in a row last
spring. The left fielder started all 50 games

and batted .330. As an expert at the plate,
Pacheco finished second on the team in
home runs (11) and extra base hits (28).
Junior Trey Ertmer will return to the
mound this spring, in hopes of dominating
the conference.
“Everyone wants to always think big
picture and about winning a national title
but we know that we need to take care of
business in our conference for any of that to
be possible,” Ertmer said. “So winning our
conference and taking care of conference
play is item No. 1 on the list for things to
accomplish.”
The right-handed pitcher from
Elizabeth, Illinois, transferred last season
from Ellsworth Community College in
Iowa Falls, Iowa. Ertmer accumulated 63
strikeouts in 97.2 innings at Ellsworth.

Courtesy
Ertmer helped the Lopers reach the MIAA conference tournament last spring.
He said his focus is on putting his team in position to win ball games this
season.
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Loper track and field kicks off season at Doane and UNL
KATTIE SADD
Antelope Staff

The Loper track and field teams traveled
to the Nebraska capital city and Crete to set
their season into full swing. They competed
in the Holiday Inn Invitational at the
University of Nebraska at Lincoln and in the
Scott Nisely Memorial meet held at Doane
on Jan. 15 and 16.
While it’s tough to hit the track
following a long holiday break, graduate
assistant coach Dillon Schrodt said, “As a
coach we expect our athletes to perform
Courtesy
The UNK track and field team ‘breaks it
down’ before heading out for Christmas
break directly after their Holiday Invite held
at Cushing Coliseum on Dec. 11 and 12.

well under any circumstance but we are
also realistic about the likelihood of average
marks at the first meet back.”
The Lopers had several athletes hit
personal bests and even landed themselves
on the national lists.
On Friday, Rushville junior Cole
Wellnitz broke into the record books, by
breaking a two-year old school record in the
1,000 meter run. He finished second of 25
other runners (2:25.36).
The following day, Loper men’s distance
medley team placed second as well, ahead of
five Division I schools. The team consisted of
Holdrege senior Jerod Schoneman, Seward
senior J.P. Rech, Grand Island sophomore
Machol Chol and Cole Welnitz who ran
anchor for the relay.
The Lopers also had great efforts in the

the antelope

field at both meets. Fairfield sophomore
Bailey Stapleman won the men’s pole
vault with a jump of 15-11.25, which
ranks him seventh nationally.
Sophomore jumper Emily Everitt
also found herself on the national list
after winning the high jump at Doane
with a jump of 5-7.
Everitt says, “After the long break I
was excited to get back on the track and
start competing again. I wanted to come
out and jump well to start the season off
on a good note.”
The Lopers will jump right into full
swing with meets approaching weekly
until conference competition. For more
information visit Lopers.com.
SEE MORE TRACK ON PAGE 8
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Over 60 celebrate Martin Luther King Jr. Legacy
ANA SALAZAR
Antelope Staff
“I have a dream that my four children
will one day live in a nation where they will
not be judged by the color of their skin, but
by their content of their character.”
— Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.

Monday Jan. 18, UNK hosted the annual
Martin Luther King Jr. candlelight vigil at
the Nebraskan Student Union. Between
prayers, songs and moving speeches, over 60
people celebrated the accomplishments and
the legacy left behind by King.
“I think it’s important that we celebrate
his legacy because we need to bring
awareness to the civil rights movement,
and its great UNK has this event every
year,” said Tori Denise Payne, a business
administration major who attended the
vigil and introduced the main night speaker
UNK’s Chancellor Douglas Kristensen.
Chancellor Kristensen began his
speech with his personal experience about
the tragic day Martin Luther King Jr. was
assassinated. He told the memory of how it
was such a shock to everyone and how that
impacted his future.

Chancellor Kristensen also reminded
the audience why education had been an
amazing weapon in Dr. King Jr.’s fight for
civil rights, how King's education had been
key because that way he learned to stand in
front of people who loathed him and not be
afraid. King learned to have the courage to
do something that was different and that
went against the rules. His education is what
made the difference and that goes to show
everyone then and now how important
education really is, the Chancellor said.
“We are here because somebody else
gave us the opportunity,” said Kristensen,
"because of people like Martin Luther King
Jr., Rosa Parks and a thousand others had
the courage to fight for equal rights." He said
we should give thanks to all those civil rights
fighters for equal opportunities to obtain a
college education or the dream to attend a
college.
But everything wasn’t just sad
memories, or cold hard facts of all the people
who had to suffer and die for others to have
the chance to obtain an education. There
were some jokes about how the event has
changed since it started back in 2005. How
the weather always seems to be against the

event, but how the Ethnic Studies Program
continued to host the event that reminds us
all how important this fight for integration
was.
“The first time, there might have been
10 students there, it was cold and it was
bitter… but we kept doing it,” said Associate
Professor of Political Science Dr. Claude A.
Louishomme, director of the Ethnic Studies
program.
This event, Louishomme said, is really
important because the avoidance toward the
subject of discrimination and racism that
exists is dangerous. People have different
experiences good or bad or no experiences
at all, and that needs to be addressed, he
said.
“We are really happy about tonight,
because not only did Chancellor Kristensen
gave an amazing speech, but we had a
great turnout, we had a lot of students and
nonstudents who also brought their kids. It
was a great night,” said Louishomme.
So now ask yourself, “What are you
doing to help others? How is your education
going to help?” remember that “the time is
always right to do what is right, as Martin
Luther King Jr. once said.

Photo by Grant Pearce
Dr. Louishomme, an associate professor
of political science who helped put on the
candle light vigil talks about his experience
coming to America as a young child, leads
the ceremony singing this little light of mine.

Becker Foundation continues with 11th annual banquet
KIRSTY DUNBAR
Antelope Staff

Photo by Kirsty Dunbar
Matt Sells (LEFT) and Todd Jess both work
with the Todd Becker Foundation. The
organization’s annual banquet will be held
this coming Monday, Feb. 1.
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After 11 years the Todd Becker
Foundation’s influence has spread across
the Midwest to 11 different states, over
350 high schools and over 50,000 students.
In contrast to these large numbers, the
organization is run by a small number of
people located in the Barney Insurance
basement.
The founder, Keith Becker, started the
organization back in 2005 after his brother
Todd died in a drunk driving accident.
Becker encourages students to lead alcoholfree lives so that they can avoid the tragedy
that he and his family have gone through.
“We also want people to know it’s not
too late to change their path. If alcoholism
or something else is affecting their lives,

we want people to know we are there to
help them,” said Todd Jess, the outreach
coordinator for the organization.
Every year since the Todd Becker
Foundation was formed, an annual
banquet at the Younes Conference Center
has helped fund their work.
“The first few years it was just our
organization speaking to the people in
attendance,” Jess said. As the banquet’s
attendance continued to grow, the
foundation offered speakers such as Tom
Osborne and Mike Huckabee.
“It was only around 400 people or so
when we first had the banquet, but just this
last year we had over 1,800 at the banquet,
and we needed to use one of the extra
rooms,” Jess said.
If the numbers continue to stay this
high, they will look to for a bigger place to
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hold the event. Matt Sell, lead singer for the
group CHYE, said, “We already have over
1000 people registered to attend this year’s
event,”
The banquet this year will be held on
Monday Feb. 1. The doors will open at 6
p.m. and there will be a silent auction at
6:30 p.m. followed by dinner at 7.
“This year we have between 70 and
80 items for the auction,” Sell said. “They
range from baked goods to a $1,200 sauna
that was donated,” Jess added.
Janet Parshall, an award-winning radio
host, and Nebraska Attorney General Doug
Peterson will also speak at the banquet.
Tickets are $50 each, and reservations
for tables of 10 or more get a $50 discount.
“We are grateful for all of the help
we’ve gotten. It enables us to continue to do
this,” Jess said.

by Alison Buchli

news
INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS REV UP FOR FOOD FESTIVAL
AND THE WINNERS ARE:
Photos by Inchang Back
RIGHT: Yuxiu Sun, an exercise science
major from Shangdong, China, serves up
fried rice for Tracy Falconer (International
Services Adviser) at the International Food
Competition at noon Jan. 19 in the Union
Atrium. International Student Association
sponsored the food completion where students
from China, South Korea, Japan and America
competed with dishes such as fried rice,
bulgogi, chicken teriyaki and beef chili.

More Photos online @

unkantelope.com

CENTER: South Korean competitors won the
competition with their bulgogi. See slide show
for winners.

Social media makes stalking easier for offenders
Awareness panel enlightens
victims; ‘This is no joke...This
can happen to anyone’
KATEE DALY
Antelope Staff

January is a month of awareness for
the ones who have been through it, for the
ones going through it, and for the ones
who don’t know they are in it. January is
national stalking awareness month.
UNK brought awareness of the
month on Jan. 21 in the Cedar Room at
the Nebraskan Student Union, with their
annual stalking awareness panel.
Ellie Heath, a graduate assistant in
the Women's Center/Office Multicultural
Affairs at the University of Nebraska
Kearney, said the panel was a way to
enlighten students.
She said problems involved with
stalking can be overlooked sometimes,
“because you get sexual assault, domestic
violence and things like this, that kind of
overshadows it, but stalking should be
taken very seriously; it should not be joked
about.”
UNK has had a stalking awareness
panel for three years now as a way to
by Staff

enlighten students on the dangers of being
stalked and the reasons they should come
forward if they feel they are being stalked.
This year the panel focused on how
social media has changed stalking. Ted
Eichholz from UNK Police and Parking
Services said, “It makes stalking that much
easier, posting exactly where you are and
what you’re going to do. It’s taking stalking
to a whole new level.”
Eichholz said, “When I first became
an officer, once you left an area you were
unreachable, now it is so much different…
You check in at every location, whether it
be Facebook or whatever else you post on,
and everyone knows where you are.” This is
the case along with all the other technology
involved.
Kiphany Hof, UNK counseling
Associate Director, agreed saying, “There’s
cyberstalking, but technology has also
brought in all sorts of ways to track a
person, maybe by their phone, or their car’s
GPS. All of this can happen to anyone.”
“This panel encourages people to come
forward and tell what is happening to you.
It can be overlooked, but it shouldn’t be. It
is easier to dismiss it in technology, mainly
because you can’t see them, but what
else we are saying when we say stalking
awareness is we want it to be easier for you

Photo by Katee Daly
The Stalking Awareness Panel (Left to right): presented information for the event Jan. 21.
Kiphany Hof - UNK counseling Associate Director, Ted Eichholz - UNK Police and Parking
Services, Michael Gilmour - Buffalo County Attorney's Office, Nikki Gausman - SAFE
Center Director.

to say you’re being stalke," Hoff said. "You
should be able to come to someone and say
it is happening even if it is just a feeling.” .
Technology has become a major way
victims are tracked, and because of this it
can lead to being stalked. Be careful what
you post, because you never know who is
watching you, said Michael Gilmour, from
Buffalo County Attorney's Office.
Gilmour said, “Most of what we put
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out there is designed to be friendly fun, but
to some people it is another way to track
you.”
If you, or anyone you know, is being
stalked, or you have questions, contact the
Women’s Center at (308) 865-8248, the
SAFE Center at (308) 237-2599, UNKPD
at (308) 627-4811, or call 911 in the case of
an emergency.
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FINALIST from page 1
saw our Sports Talk Program.”
Being a finalist for the award means a
lot to the two.
“From freshmen year until now
every experience I’ve had with the radio,
whether it be job training at other stations
or interning, I’ve grown in my abilities,”
Stevenson said. “It’s my last year at UNK so
it’s kind of paying off.”
Hanson says that this is the third
straight year a student from UNK has
qualified for an award.
“It’s more than just us going, it’s
symbolic of every thing that has happened
for the radio station and all of the progress
that we continue to make,” he said.
After college, Stevenson hopes to go to
Omaha, where he interned for 94.1.
“I’m going to apply for different jobs,
start sending out that resume in February,
and hopefully hear something,” he said.
Hanson has slightly different plans.

“I’m looking to go on to grad school
and do public relations or athletic media
relations, something along those lines,” he
said.
Stevenson does offer one more
alternative plan for the future.
“When we’re in New York and they
offer us a morning talk show, I’ll finish up
college but I will go,” he said.
“You will not be seeing us again,”
Hanson joked.
Both men created “A Work in Progress”
after they had already planned on working
together for the “Antelope Speaks,” where
they go over the campus news of the week.
“We had planned on doing the
'Antelope Speaks’ together and then ‘A
Work in Progress’ just kind of blossomed
from our random, funny thoughts,”
Hanson said.
“A Work in Progress” airs Mondays
from 3 to 5 p.m.

BASEBALL from page 7
Although the winter weather has been
harsh for practice conditions, the Lopers
have not been hindered in preparing for
the season.
“The weather hasn’t exactly been
cooperating as we would like, but
nonetheless we have been working hard
in the mornings getting our work done
indoors,” said Ertmer. “At this point it is
more of a mental aspect, knowing how well
we have prepared that when come game
time, we can fall back on our routines
and trust in our preparation to be able to
get things done until we have more of an
opportunity to get outside.”
Ertmer said his focus is on putting
his team in position to win ball games this
season.
With a plethora of new athletes, both
players identified consistency as an area
that will need to be sharpened this season.
“One of the challenges we will face is
consistency from the guys. Having a team
full of new players, it's difficult to know
how each guy will react when things aren't
going the way we want them to. So being

consistent will probably be the toughest
thing for us as a whole,” Pacheco said.
“With so many new faces we haven’t
had many opportunities to play together
with coaches trying different guys out
at different positions. We haven’t had a
chance to get used to a set lineup. It will
be interesting to see how well guys fight
through the ups and downs of the season,”
Ertmer said.
However, the Loper pitching staff will
look strong as ever.
The Lopers return five senior pitchers
and seven juniors. Of those include senior
Joe Smidt of North Platte. As a reliever,
Smidt finished last spring with a 3.86 ERA,
and tallied nine saves.
“Our pitching staff is loaded with
veteran pitchers in the bullpen. If our
starters can hand the ball off to the bullpen
in the later innings with the lead, I believe
this team will be very hard to beat,” Ertmer
said.
The Lopers open up the season in
Denver, Colorado, on Feb. 5 against
Metropolitan State University.

hey did you know? the antelope is online!

Visit unkantelope.com to see
extra stories, photos, videos and more.
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Kearney community
supports Loper Baseball
At the 9th Annual UNK Upper Deck Club Banquet,
baseball team raises money for upcoming season
SEAN LAUGHLIN
Antelope Staff

Atop a steep hill just .3 miles from
campus, the Loper Baseball team plays at
the historic Memorial Field and resides in
the Joba Chamberlain Indoor and Hitting
Facility.
These amazing facilities are accessible
because of boosters and the amazing people
of Kearney.
“We are so humbled and blessed that
the Kearney community would support the
University of Nebraska at Kearney but also
Memorial Field, the city of Kearney and
baseball in general,” UNK head baseball
coach Damon Day said.
Supporters across Kearney were
in attendance on Jan. 16 at the Younes
Conference Center for the UNK Upper
Deck Club Banquet.
There is history. “The banquet started
back in 2007 as a celebration for the
program's first Division II conference
championship when we were a part of the
RMAC… and now it has turned into our
top fundraiser for our program,” Day said.

All money raised goes directly toward
Memorial Field along with hotel, food and
apparel fees throughout this spring season.
During this eventful night, a silent
auction continued throughout the evening,
along with a live auction, which was the
fundraising side of the night.
Then the program thanked the
supporters and recognized the previous
year's seniors for their remarkable career.
When asked who is behind the scenes
making the night possible, Coach Day was
quick to answer.
“My wife. She does 95 percent of the
work, I go out and shake a few hands and
thank some people, but she is the driving
force to the whole night.”
It was a great night for the city of
Kearney and the baseball program; now
it is time for first pitch. The Lopers begin
their season on Feb. 5 in Denver, Colorado,
against Metropolitan State University.

Photos online @

unkantelope.com

HOMEWARD from page 4
found an imported products section, and
I remember purchasing a jar of Jiff peanut
butter for about $10.
Stores were small, cramped and closed
Sundays, the complete opposite from
grocery store culture in America.
DRIVING VS. PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION

I was honestly a bit nervous to get
behind the wheel of my car again when I
returned home. I had relied solely on city
transit, national transportation systems
and my own two feet, to get from point A
to point B for months.
In European countries, where public
transportation systems are much greater
than here in the United States (especially
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in the Midwest), the lack of a personal
automobile is not problematic for the
average person. The cities were constructed
long before the automobile had been
invented, so they are structured for foot
traffic. This often means a business district
consisting of small buildings, cramped
cobblestone streets and sidewalks and very
compact areas.
Here in Nebraska, if you do not own a
car it is nearly impossible to go more than
twenty miles.
After my anxiety of driving once again
subsided, I enjoyed once again the limitless
freedom owning my own vehicle grants,
something that is easily taken for granted.

by Alison Buchli

news
MLK from page 1
beyond undergraduate work?
Opportunities open to us today were
not always so. From the early to mid-1900s,
many people were prevented from accessing
these basic rights that you and I often take
for granted. 1929 saw the birth of one of the
most prominent and influential men of this
nation and 1968 would be the year of that
man’s tragic end. The man I speak of is none
other than Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
On the evening of Jan. 18, 2016,
the Martin Luther King Jr. Holiday was
recognized in the Atrium of the Student
Union. Personally, I had never been to
something like this, and thus, I did not
know what to expect. By the time the event
began, there were not enough chairs to seat
those who showed up. It impressed me that
so many desired to forgo other events of the
night to come learn about our history, about
a man who touched the hearts of many and
about a time that, to many, seems quite
foreign.
Dr. Claude Louishomme, the Director
for the Ethnic Studies Program at UNK,
stood up to address the large turnout. He
began with a humble introduction. While
the turnout was impressive, he said that we
should all reflect on how we got here. He
said without the selfless efforts of Dr. King,
he might not have been present to address
us all.
The efforts of the past shape the future
for each person.

A deacon from St. Luke’s Episcopal
Church came forward to present a prayer,
Psalm 98. It read, “Sing to the Lord a new
song, for he has done marvelous things;
his right hand and his holy arm have
worked salvation for him. The Lord has
made his salvation known and revealed his
righteousness to the nations.”
This one prayer encapsulated what Dr.
King represented. Dr. King was the right
hand that worked to bring salvation to the
oppressed and denied. This prayer was
followed by the lighting of the candles, a
gesture of respect and reflection.
Dr. Louishomme returned to the front
and told two stories. The first story was of
how, during his second year at UNK, he
went to a bank to get a mortgage. One of
the bankers was telling him about how his
grandfather was a member of the KKK for
this region. A natural reaction for anyone
might be of discomfort but this banker had
a point to make. He said that, despite this
family connection, he would not uphold to
those standards and he would not follow
that path of hate.
The second story was about how, many
years ago at Kearney State College, African
American students were not permitted to be
out past a certain time for their own safety.
If they wanted to go somewhere, to get a
haircut for example, they had to pile into a
truck and lay low so as not to be seen. The
point of these two stories was that racism is

not something limited to big cities; racism
exists everywhere.
After Dr. Louishomme concluded,
Chancellor Douglas Kristensen took the
podium. He expressed his great respect
for Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. and all that
he accomplished in his brief 39 years. He
reflected upon how King was able to speak
in front of a crowd that completely despised
and loathed him. Yet, violence was never the
response.
King did not lash out, nor did he
seek vengeance. Dr. King only ever sought
peaceful solutions. Dr. King was “a driving
force for meaningful change.” Chancellor
Kristensen delved into possible motives for
this social upheaval. It was not violence or
something trivial. It was for education and
for basic civil rights, rights that today we
take for granted, he said.
A universal truth is that education is
the gateway to power, Kristensen said. All
humans should be permitted these basic
civil rights, and yet, at that point in time, our
oppressive system denied so many.
Finally, Chancellor Kristensen reflected
upon that fateful day, the day the world
shook. On April 4, 1968, Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr. was killed.
Chancellor Kristensen was 13 years
old at the time, at a friend’s house, enjoying
a colored television set. However, when a
news flash broke through the people in 1968
knew to pay attention.

SFLAUNK had meetings on campus with 1015 students in regular attendance in fall 2014.
The organization meets every other Tuesday
at 8 p.m. in the NSU Sandhills Room on the
second floor of the Nebraskan Student Union.
Since becoming an organization,
SFLAUNK has sponsored and hosted many
events each semester on campus. In the fall
semester, the national Students for Life has
a chalk day where organizations write prolife messages in public places on campus.
SFLAUNK has participated in this event by
writing messages around the fountain.
SFLAUNK president, Caitlyn Schmidt,
said, “We haven’t had a lot of negative feedback
on the tables we have in the Union; however,
we have had some negative comments on
social media about the chalk writing we did
in the fall.”
This semester along with the national
March for Life, SFLAUNK are also

participating in the Nebraska March for Life
on Saturday, Jan. 30 in Lincoln.
In February the group will have a table
downstairs in the Union promoting a “Love
them Both” campaign encouraging students to
love both the mom and unborn baby around
Valentine’s Day. A free babysitting night will
also be available for mothers needing a night
off. These events are part of the “Pregnant on
Campus” initiative sponsored by the national
Students for Life organization.
In March, they will observe the national
Day of Silence for unborn children by having
another booth downstairs in the Union. In the
past, SFLAUNK hosted a pro-life movie at the
world theatre and plan on doing that again in
March.
From all the events they host to the new
Pregnant on Campus initiative, Kearney
Students for Life have been impacting campus
in a major way. According to president Caitlyn

The report played and those words
passed through a silent house. “Dr. King has
been killed.” Chancellor Kristensen’s first
feeling was that of fear. To him, it seemed
the world was unwinding around him.
Dr. King’s death left a scar that has been
very slow to heal but this scar became a
revolution, a revolution that changed the
way we lived, he said.
Chancellor Kristensen concluded by
saying that we should take our education
and our civil rights very seriously and we
should not take them for granted. A brave
man fought for everyone to have those
rights. With an education, we can change
the world.
The prevailing theme of this is to be
grateful, reflect on how you came to be, how
you acquired your rights and become a part
of that ladder of greatness or that pool of
collective integrity.
As more and more milk is added to a
glass, it becomes fuller and fuller. Likewise,
as more and more generations of great
men and women come to pass, the ladder
continues to extend.
The past is never truly buried. We are
only here because of what happened in the
past. We need to reflect on these great men
and women more often and in this instance,
we need to pay our respects to Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr., a man who truly stood for
the equality for all. Without him, the ladder
would have toppled many years ago.

STRANDED from page 1
morning after spending a total of 74 hours in
a bus and only 18 in Washington D.C.
The UNK students on the trip include:
President Caitlyn Schmidt of Lincoln,
Treasurer Marilyn Synek, Secretary Megan
Humlicek of Columbus, Jessica Blum of
Wahoo, Laura Hawk of Ewing, Collin Bond of
Kearney, Emily Spieker of Petersburg, Kendall
Schumacher of Lindsay, Claire Swantek of
Genoa and Allison Blum of Wahoo.
Students for Life has 900 branches
nationwide. Students for Life of America
at UNK (SFLAUNK) was founded in the
summer of 2014 with the past and current
presidents, treasurer, secretary and vice
president as the founding members. Schmidt,
Synek, Matthew Perrion, and Humlicek came
together and wrote the constitution for the
organization. The group then presented the
constitution to UNK Student Government for
acceptance as an official student organization.

by Alison Buchli
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Courtesy
An accident on the Pennsylvania Turnpike
left UNK and UNL Students for Life stranded
for 24 hours during Winter Storm Jonas.

Schmidt, “Our approach for this year is to
show support for pregnant mothers through
the Pregnant on Campus initiative through
Students for Life.”
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Traditional entertainment at its best
Dr. Jim Wand performs
for 27th consecutive year
SHELBY CAMERON
Antelope Staff

Over 300 people attended LPAC's
27th annual hypnotist Jim Wand Show
last Thursday, Jan. 21 at the Nebraskan
Student Union Ponderosa Room. Dr. Wand
is known for his engaging and humorous
performances at UNK, and this year was
no different.
Wand held two shows, one at 7 p.m.
and another at 8:45 p.m. Each was filled

with students, faculty members and many
others.
Wand brought volunteers from the
audience on stage to be hypnotized.
Before starting the hypnotizing process,
he welcomed the audience to take part.
This required focusing on an object and
listening to directions. Wand entertained
the audience by having the volunteers do
a number of different tasks and answer
questions. The hypnotist show included a
muscle competition, impressions, dancing
and a lip sync performance. The show
was filled with constant laughter and
entertainment.
Dr. Wand puts on anywhere from 175

1

Photos by Damares Campos
1) Hypnotist Jim Wand has the audience do
an exercise to test whether they are able to
be hypnotized or not.

to 200 shows each year and has traveled to
14 other countries to perform. He employs
over 100 other hypnotists to do shows
also. Wand says that his favorite part about
performing is helping others laugh and
forget about any other worries while they
are watching or taking part.
The University of Nebraska at Kearney
has always stood out to him. “LPAC is one
of the most organized student organizations
I have ever worked with. UNK is filled
with people that are both appreciative and
friendly. I have always enjoyed performing
here,” he said. After 27 years he said he has
come to have a great relationship here that
he plans to continue.

2

“

The event
is always
super fun, the
audience is
involved, it
is relevant to
current events and overall it
is interesting.”
— Miranda Ketteler,
sophomore social work
major from Petersburg

“

3

It was hilarious
because
one of my
buddies (Brent
Anderson) was
in it.”
— David Erickson,
sophomore advertising and
public relations major from
Kearney

2) Volunteers for the hypnotist Jim Wand
wait for the beat to drop to start the dance
competition. Wand tells them that there is a
huge cash prize for the winner, who must not
only dance but also do facial expressions.
Dancing includes the stanky leg, the twist and
single ladies. One volunteer did the worm.
3) Hypnotist Jim Wand makes all his female
volunteers stand in a line and be macho men.
The ladies have been instructed by Wand to
strike a “very manly” pose. All of them pose
like bodybuilders.
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“

It feels like
a dream. I
don’t really
remember
much but
strangely what
I do remember is when I
took off my shirt.”
— Brent Anderson,
sophomore industrial
distribution major from
Kearney
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